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ABSTRACT

• In this paper, we utilize a recent development in

social networks called small world characteristics for

proposing a novel method of joint localization and

data gathering over WSN.

• A small world WSN is developed by introducing data

MULEs into a conventional WSN.

• Small world WSN exhibits low average path length

and high average clustering coefficient. Such a small

world WSN when designed with novel routing

strategies leads to reduced hop counts in sensor data

transmission.



EXISTING SYSTEM

• Localization of sensor nodes and efficient data

gathering over a wireless sensor network is vital in

applications like cyber-physical systems, Internet of

things, and context-aware pervasive systems.

• In WSNs, sensor nodes transfer the data

cooperatively using multiple hops over a network.

• The large number of hops required for data

transmission leads to erroneous distance estimation

between node pairs, resulting in large localization

error.



PROPOSED SYSTEM

• Additionally, a method for optimal data MULE

allocation is also developed.

• This method minimizes an objective function which

is a normalized weighted sum of network parameters

like bandwidth requirement and localization error.

• The optimal data MULE allocation method computes

both the optimal number of data MULEs and their

placement in the network.

• On the other hand, the joint localization and data

gathering method which utilizes a multidimensional

scaling based cooperative localization method is also

developed for this purpose.



HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

• Processor - Intel core i3 

• RAM - 2B 

• Hard Disk - 20 GB



SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

• Operating System : LINUX

• Tool : Network Simulator-2

• Front End : OTCL (Object Oriented Tool

Command Language)
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